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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T
he previous chapter achieved two purposes. First, we acquainted you with the history of

U.S. capital markets. Second, we presented statistics such as expected return, variance,

and standard deviation. Our ultimate goal in the next three chapters is to determine the

appropriate discount rate for capital budgeting projects. Because the discount rate on a project

is a function of its risk, the discussion in the previous chapter on standard deviation is a neces-

sary first step. However, we shall see that standard deviation is not the final word on risk.

Our next step is to investigate the relationship between the risk and the return of indi-

vidual securities when these securities are part of a large portfolio. This task is taken up in

Chapter 10. The actual treatment of the appropriate discount rate for capital budgeting is re-

served for Chapter 12.

The crux of the current chapter can be summarized as follows: An individual who holds

one security should use expected return as the measure of the security’s return. Standard de-

viation or variance is the proper measure of the security’s risk. An individual who holds a

diversified portfolio cares about the contribution of each security to the expected return and

the risk of the portfolio. It turns out that a security’s expected return is the appropriate meas-

ure of the security’s contribution to the expected return on the portfolio. However, neither

the security’s variance nor the security’s standard deviation is an appropriate measure of a

security’s contribution to the risk of a portfolio. The contribution of a security to the risk of

a portfolio is best measured by beta.

10.1 INDIVIDUAL SECURITIES

In the first part of Chapter 10 we will examine the characteristics of individual securities.

In particular, we will discuss:

1. Expected Return. This is the return that an individual expects a stock to earn over the

next period. Of course, because this is only an expectation, the actual return may be either

higher or lower. An individual’s expectation may simply be the average return per period a

security has earned in the past. Alternatively, it may be based on a detailed analysis of a

firm’s prospects, on some computer-based model, or on special (or inside) information.

2. Variance and Standard Deviation. There are many ways to assess the volatility of a

security’s return. One of the most common is variance, which is a measure of the squared

deviations of a security’s return from its expected return. Standard deviation is the square

root of the variance.

3. Covariance and Correlation. Returns on individual securities are related to one another.

Covariance is a statistic measuring the interrelationship between two securities. Alternatively,
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this relationship can be restated in terms of the correlation between the two securities.

Covariance and correlation are building blocks to an understanding of the beta coefficient.

10.2 EXPECTED RETURN, VARIANCE, AND COVARIANCE

Expected Return and Variance
Suppose financial analysts believe that there are four equally likely states of the economy:

depression, recession, normal, and boom times. The returns on the Supertech Company are

expected to follow the economy closely, while the returns on the Slowpoke Company are

not. The return predictions are as follows:

Supertech Returns Slowpoke Returns
RAt RBt

Depression �20% 5%

Recession 10 20

Normal 30 �12

Boom 50 9

Variance can be calculated in four steps. An additional step is needed to calculate standard

deviation. (The calculations are presented in Table 10.1.) The steps are:

1. Calculate the expected return:

Supertech:

Slowpoke:

2. For each company, calculate the deviation of each possible return from the company’s

expected return given previously. This is presented in the third column of Table 10.1.

3. The deviations we have calculated are indications of the dispersion of returns. However,

because some are positive and some are negative, it is difficult to work with them in this

form. For example, if we were to simply add up all the deviations for a single company,

we would get zero as the sum.

To make the deviations more meaningful, we multiply each one by itself. Now all

the numbers are positive, implying that their sum must be positive as well. The squared

deviations are presented in the last column of Table 10.1.

4. For each company, calculate the average squared deviation, which is the variance:1

Supertech:

0.140625  0.005625  0.015625  0.105625

4
! 0.066875

0.05  0.20 � 0.12  0.09

4
! 0.055 ! 5.5% ! RB

�0.20  0.10  0.30  0.50

4
! 0.175 ! 17.5% ! RA

1In this example, the four states give rise to four possible outcomes for each stock. Had we used past data, the

outcomes would have actually occurred. In that case, statisticians argue that the correct divisor is N� 1, where N

is the number of observations. Thus the denominator would be 3 (! (4 � 1)) in the case of past data, not 4. Note

that the example in Section 9.5 involved past data and we used a divisor of N� 1. While this difference causes

grief to both students and textbook writers, it is a minor point in practice. In the real world, samples are generally

so large that using N or N� 1 in the denominator has virtually no effect on the calculation of variance.
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Slowpoke:

Thus, the variance of Supertech is 0.066875, and the variance of Slowpoke is 0.013225.

5. Calculate standard deviation by taking the square root of the variance:

Supertech:

= 0.2586 = 25.86%

Slowpoke:

= 0.1150 = 11.50%

Algebraically, the formula for variance can be expressed as

Var(R) � Expected value of 

where is the security’s expected return and R is the actual return.R

�R  R 2

!0.013225

!0.066875

0.000025 ! 0.021025 ! 0.030625 ! 0.001225

4
� 0.013225

244 Part III Risk

� TABLE 10.1 Calculating Variance and Standard Deviation

(1) (2) (3) (4)
State of Rate of Deviation from Squared Value

Economy Return Expected Return of Deviation

Supertech* (Expected return � 0.175)

RAt

Depression  0.20  0.375 0.140625

(� 0.20  0.175) [ � ( 0.375)2]

Recession 0.10  0.075 0.005625

Normal 0.30 0.125 0.015625

Boom 0.50 0.325 0.105625___________

0.267500
Slowpoke† (Expected return � 0.055)

RBt

Depression 0.05  0.005 0.000025

(� 0.05  0.055) [ � ( 0.005)2]

Recession 0.20 0.145 0.021025

Normal  0.12  0.175 0.030625

Boom 0.09 0.035 0.001225___________

0.052900

*

SD(RA) � "A� � 0.2586 � 25.86%

† 

SD(RB) � "B� � 0.1150 � 11.50%!0.013225

Var �RB
 � "2

B �
0.0529

4
� 0.013225

RB �
0.05 ! 0.20  0.12 ! 0.09

4
� 0.055 � 5.5%

!0.066875

Var �RA
 � "2

A �
0.2675

4
� 0.066875

RA �
 0.20 ! 0.10 ! 0.30 ! 0.50

4
� 0.175 � 17.5%

�RBt  RB
 2�RBt  RB

 

�RAt  RA
 2�RAt  RA
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A look at the four-step calculation for variance makes it clear why it is a measure of

the spread of the sample of returns. For each observation, one squares the difference be-

tween the actual return and the expected return. One then takes an average of these squared

differences. Squaring the differences makes them all positive. If we used the differences be-

tween each return and the expected return and then averaged these differences, we would

get zero because the returns that were above the mean would cancel the ones below.

However, because the variance is still expressed in squared terms, it is difficult to in-

terpret. Standard deviation has a much simpler interpretation, which was provided in

Section 9.5. Standard deviation is simply the square root of the variance. The general for-

mula for the standard deviation is

SD(R) �

Covariance and Correlation
Variance and standard deviation measure the variability of individual stocks. We now wish

to measure the relationship between the return on one stock and the return on another. En-

ter covariance and correlation.

Covariance and correlation measure how two random variables are related. We ex-

plain these terms by extending the Supertech and Slowpoke example presented earlier in

this chapter.

EXAMPLE

We have already determined the expected returns and standard deviations for both

Supertech and Slowpoke. (The expected returns are 0.175 and 0.055 for Supertech

and Slowpoke, respectively. The standard deviations are 0.2586 and 0.1150, re-

spectively.) In addition, we calculated the deviation of each possible return from

the expected return for each firm. Using these data, covariance can be calculated

in two steps. An extra step is needed to calculate correlation.

1. For each state of the economy, multiply Supertech’s deviation from its expected

return and Slowpoke’s deviation from its expected return together. For exam-

ple, Supertech’s rate of return in a depression is  0.20, which is  0.375

( 0.20  0.175) from its expected return. Slowpoke’s rate of return in a de-

pression is 0.05, which is  0.005 (0.05  0.055) from its expected return. Mul-

tiplying the two deviations together yields 0.001875 [( 0.375) ! ( 0.005)].

The actual calculations are given in the last column of Table 10.2.This proce-

dure can be written algebraically as

(10.1)

where RAt and RBt are the returns on Supertech and Slowpoke in state t. and

are the expected returns on the two securities.

2. Calculate the average value of the four states in the last column. This average

is the covariance. That is,2

"AB � Cov �RA, RB
 �

 0.0195

4
�  0.004875

RB

RA

�RAt  RA
 ! �RBt  RB

 

!Var �R 
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2As with variance, we divided by N (4 in this example) because the four states give rise to four possible

outcomes. However, had we used past data, the correct divisor would be N  1 (3 in this example).
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Note that we represent the covariance between Supertech and Slowpoke as either

Cov(RA, RB) or �AB. Equation (10.1) illustrates the intuition of covariance. Suppose

Supertech’s return is generally above its average when Slowpoke’s return is above its aver-

age, and Supertech’s return is generally below its average when Slowpoke’s return is below

its average. This is indicative of a positive dependency or a positive relationship between

the two returns. Note that the term in equation (10.1) will be positive in any state where both

returns are above their averages. In addition, (10.1) will still be positive in any state where

both terms are below their averages. Thus, a positive relationship between the two returns

will give rise to a positive value for covariance.

Conversely, suppose Supertech’s return is generally above its average when

Slowpoke’s return is below its average, and Supertech’s return is generally below its aver-

age when Slowpoke’s return is above its average. This is indicative of a negative depen-

dency or a negative relationship between the two returns. Note that the term in equation

(10.1) will be negative in any state where one return is above its average and the other re-

turn is below its average. Thus, a negative relationship between the two returns will give

rise to a negative value for covariance.

Finally, suppose there is no relation between the two returns. In this case, knowing

whether the return on Supertech is above or below its expected return tells us nothing about

the return on Slowpoke. In the covariance formula, then, there will be no tendency for the

deviations to be positive or negative together. On average, they will tend to offset each other

and cancel out, making the covariance zero.

Of course, even if the two returns are unrelated to each other, the covariance formula

will not equal zero exactly in any actual history. This is due to sampling error; randomness

alone will make the calculation positive or negative. But for a historical sample that is long

enough, if the two returns are not related to each other, we should expect the covariance to

come close to zero.

246 Part III Risk

� TABLE 10.2 Calculating Covariance and Correlation

Deviation Deviation
State Rate of from Rate of from

of Return of Expected Return of Expected Product of
Economy Supertech Return Slowpoke Return Deviations

RAt RBt

(Expected return (Expected return

 0.175)  0.055)

Depression !0.20 !0.375 0.05 !0.005 0.001875

( !0.20 ! 0.175) ( 0.05 ! 0.055) ( !0.375 "!0.005)

Recession 0.10 !0.075 0.20 0.145 !0.010875

( !0.075 " 0.145)

Normal 0.30 0.125 !0.12 !0.175 !0.021875

( 0.125 "!0.175)

Boom 0.50 0.325 0.09 0.035 0.011375

( 0.325 " 0.035) ____ ____ ________________

0.70 0.22 !0.0195

#AB  Corr �RA, RB
  

Cov �RA, RB
 

SD �RA
 " SD �RB

 
 

!0.004875

0.2586 " 0.1150
 !0.1639

�AB  Cov �RA, RB
  

!0.0195

4
 !0.004875

�RAt ! RA
 " �RBt ! RB

 �RBt ! RB
 �RAt ! RA
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The covariance formula seems to capture what we are looking for. If the two returns

are positively related to each other, they will have a positive covariance, and if they are neg-

atively related to each other, the covariance will be negative. Last, and very important, if

they are unrelated, the covariance should be zero.

The formula for covariance can be written algebraically as

where and are the expected returns for the two securities, and RA and RB are the actual

returns. The ordering of the two variables is unimportant. That is, the covariance of A with

B is equal to the covariance of B with A. This can be stated more formally as Cov(RA, RB) �

Cov(RB, RA) or  AB �  BA.

The covariance we calculated is !0.004875. A negative number like this implies that

the return on one stock is likely to be above its average when the return on the other stock

is below its average, and vice versa. However, the size of the number is difficult to inter-

pret. Like the variance figure, the covariance is in squared deviation units. Until we can put

it in perspective, we don’t know what to make of it.

We solve the problem by computing the correlation:

3. To calculate the correlation, divide the covariance by the standard deviations of both

of the two securities. For our example, we have:

(10.2)

where  A and  B are the standard deviations of Supertech and Slowpoke, respectively. Note

that we represent the correlation between Supertech and Slowpoke either as Corr(RA, RB) or

"AB. As with covariance, the ordering of the two variables is unimportant. That is, the corre-

lation of A with B is equal to the correlation of B with A. More formally, Corr(RA, RB) �

Corr(RB, RA) or "AB � "BA.

Because the standard deviation is always positive, the sign of the correlation between

two variables must be the same as that of the covariance between the two variables. If the

correlation is positive, we say that the variables are positively correlated; if it is negative,

we say that they are negatively correlated; and if it is zero, we say that they are uncorre-

lated. Furthermore, it can be proved that the correlation is always between #1 and !1. This

is due to the standardizing procedure of dividing by the two standard deviations.

We can compare the correlation between different pairs of securities. For example, it

turns out that the correlation between General Motors and Ford is much higher than the cor-

relation between General Motors and IBM. Hence, we can state that the first pair of secu-

rities is more interrelated than the second pair.

Figure 10.1 shows the three benchmark cases for two assets, A and B. The figure shows

two assets with return correlations of #1, !1, and 0. This implies perfect positive correla-

tion, perfect negative correlation, and no correlation, respectively. The graphs in the figure

plot the separate returns on the two securities through time.

10.3 THE RETURN AND RISK FOR PORTFOLIOS

Suppose that an investor has estimates of the expected returns and standard deviations on

individual securities and the correlations between securities. How then does the investor

choose the best combination or portfolio of securities to hold? Obviously, the investor

would like a portfolio with a high expected return and a low standard deviation of return. It

is therefore worthwhile to consider:

"AB � Corr �RA, RB
 �

Cov �RA, RB
 

 A $  B

�
!0.004875

0.2586 $ 0.1150
� !0.1639

RBRA

 AB � Cov �RA, RB
 � Expected value of ! �RA ! RA

 $ �RB ! RB
 "
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1. The relationship between the expected return on individual securities and the expected

return on a portfolio made up of these securities.

2. The relationship between the standard deviations of individual securities, the correla-

tions between these securities, and the standard deviation of a portfolio made up of these

securities.

The Example of Supertech and Slowpoke
In order to analyze the above two relationships, we will use the same example of Supertech

and Slowpoke that was presented previously. The relevant calculations are as follows.

The Expected Return on a Portfolio
The formula for expected return on a portfolio is very simple:

The expected return on a portfolio is simply a weighted average of the expected returns on

the individual securities.

248 Part III Risk

�

�

0

Returns

Returns Returns

Time Time

Time

�

�

0

A

B

�

�

0

Both the return on security A and the return on

security B are higher than average at the same

time. Both the return on security A and the

return on security B are lower than average at

the same time.

Security A has a higher-than-average return

when security B has a lower-than-average

return, and vice versa.

A

B

The return on security A is completely

unrelated to the return on security B.

Perfect positive correlation
Corr(RA, RB) = 1

Perfect negative correlation
Corr(RA, RB) = –1

Zero correlation
Corr(RA, RB) = 0

A

B

� F IGURE 10.1 Examples of Different Correlation Coefficients—the

Graphs in the Figure Plot the Separate Returns on the

Two Securities through Time
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EXAMPLE

Consider Supertech and Slowpoke. From the preceding box, we find that the ex-

pected returns on these two securities are 17.5 percent and 5.5 percent, respectively.

The expected return on a portfolio of these two securities alone can be written as

where XSuper is the percentage of the portfolio in Supertech and XSlow is the per-

centage of the portfolio in Slowpoke. If the investor with $100 invests $60 in Su-

pertech and $40 in Slowpoke, the expected return on the portfolio can be written as

Expected return on portfolio � 0.6  17.5% ! 0.4  5.5% � 12.7%

Algebraically, we can write

(10.3)

where XA and XB are the proportions of the total portfolio in the assets A and B, re-

spectively. (Because our investor can only invest in two securities, XA ! XB must

equal 1 or 100 percent.) and are the expected returns on the two securities.

Now consider two stocks, each with an expected return of 10 percent. The expected re-

turn on a portfolio composed of these two stocks must be 10 percent, regardless of the pro-

portions of the two stocks held. This result may seem obvious at this point, but it will be-

come important later. The result implies that you do not reduce or dissipate your expected

return by investing in a number of securities. Rather, the expected return on your portfolio is

simply a weighted average of the expected returns on the individual assets in the portfolio.

Variance and Standard Deviation of a Portfolio
The Variance The formula for the variance of a portfolio composed of two securities, A

and B, is

The Variance of the Portfolio:

Var �portfolio � X2
A "

2
A ! 2XAXB"A, B! X2

B "
2
B

RBRA

Expected return on portfolio � XARA ! XBRB � RP

Expected return on portfolio � XSuper �17.5% ! XSlow �5.5% � RP

Chapter 10 Return and Risk: The Capital-Asset-Pricing Model (CAPM) 249

RELEVANT DATA FROM EXAMPLE OF

SUPERTECH AND SLOWPOKE

Item Symbol Value

Expected return on Supertech 0.175 � 17.5%

Expected return on Slowpoke 0.055 � 5.5%

Variance of Supertech "
2
Super 0.066875

Variance of Slowpoke "
2
Slow 0.013225

Standard deviation of Supertech "Super 0.2586 � 25.86%

Standard deviation of Slowpoke "Slow 0.1150 � 11.50%

Covariance between Supertech and Slowpoke "Super, Slow #0.004875

Correlation between Supertech and Slowpoke $Super, Slow #0.1639

RSlow

RSuper
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Note that there are three terms on the right-hand side of the equation. The first term involves

the variance of , the second term involves the covariance between the two securities

(�A,B), and the third term involves the variance of . (As stated earlier in this chapter,

�A,B  �B,A. That is, the ordering of the variables is not relevant when expressing the co-

variance between two securities.)

The formula indicates an important point. The variance of a portfolio depends on both

the variances of the individual securities and the covariance between the two securities. The

variance of a security measures the variability of an individual security’s return. Covariance

measures the relationship between the two securities. For given variances of the individual

securities, a positive relationship or covariance between the two securities increases the

variance of the entire portfolio. A negative relationship or covariance between the two se-

curities decreases the variance of the entire portfolio. This important result seems to square

with common sense. If one of your securities tends to go up when the other goes down, or

vice versa, your two securities are offsetting each other. You are achieving what we call a

hedge in finance, and the risk of your entire portfolio will be low. However, if both your se-

curities rise and fall together, you are not hedging at all. Hence, the risk of your entire port-

folio will be higher.

The variance formula for our two securities, Super and Slow, is

(10.4)

Given our earlier assumption that an individual with $100 invests $60 in Supertech

and $40 in Slowpoke, XSuper  0.6 and XSlow  0.4. Using this assumption and the rele-

vant data from the box above, the variance of the portfolio is

0.023851  0.36 ! 0.066875 " 2 ! [0.6 ! 0.4 ! (#0.004875)] 

" 0.16 ! 0.013225 (10.4′)

The Matrix Approach Alternatively, equation (10.4) can be expressed in the following

matrix format:

Supertech Slowpoke

Supertech XSuperXSlow�Super, Slow

0.024075  0.36 ! 0.066875 #0.00117  0.6 ! 0.4 ! (#0.004875)

Slowpoke XSuperXSlow�Super, Slow

#0.00117  0.6 ! 0.4 ! (#0.004875) 0.002116  0.16 ! 0.013225

There are four boxes in the matrix. We can add the terms in the boxes to obtain equa-

tion (10.4), the variance of a portfolio composed of the two securities. The term in the up-

per left-hand corner involves the variance of Supertech. The term in the lower right-hand

corner involves the variance of Slowpoke. The other two boxes contain the term involving

the covariance. These two boxes are identical, indicating why the covariance term is multi-

plied by 2 in equation (10.4).

At this point, students often find the box approach to be more confusing than equation

(10.4). However, the box approach is easily generalized to more than two securities, a task

we perform later in this chapter.

Standard Deviation of a Portfolio Given (10.4′), we can now determine the standard de-

viation of the portfolio’s return. This is

�P  SD(portfolio)  (10.5)

 0.1544  15.44%

�Var  portfolio!    �0.023851

X 2
Slow �

2
Slow

X 2
Super �

2
Super

Var  portfolio!  X 2
Super �

2
Super " 2XSuperXSlow�Super, Slow " X 2

Slow �
2
Slow

B  �2
B

!
A  �2

A
!
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The interpretation of the standard deviation of the portfolio is the same as the interpretation

of the standard deviation of an individual security. The expected return on our portfolio is

12.7 percent. A return of �2.74 percent (12.7% � 15.44%) is one standard deviation be-

low the mean and a return of 28.14 percent (12.7%  15.44%) is one standard deviation

above the mean. If the return on the portfolio is normally distributed, a return between

�2.74 percent and  28.14 percent occurs about 68 percent of the time.3

The Diversification Effect It is instructive to compare the standard deviation of the port-

folio with the standard deviation of the individual securities. The weighted average of the

standard deviations of the individual securities is

Weighted average of standard deviations ! XSuper"Super  XSlow"Slow (10.6)

0.2012 ! 0.6 # 0.2586  0.4 # 0.115

One of the most important results in this chapter concerns the difference between equa-

tions (10.5) and (10.6). In our example, the standard deviation of the portfolio is less than

a weighted average of the standard deviations of the individual securities.

We pointed out earlier that the expected return on the portfolio is a weighted average

of the expected returns on the individual securities. Thus, we get a different type of result

for the standard deviation of a portfolio than we do for the expected return on a portfolio.

It is generally argued that our result for the standard deviation of a portfolio is due to di-

versification. For example, Supertech and Slowpoke are slightly negatively correlated ($ !

�0.1639). Supertech’s return is likely to be a little below average if Slowpoke’s return is

above average. Similarly, Supertech’s return is likely to be a little above average if Slowpoke’s

return is below average. Thus, the standard deviation of a portfolio composed of the two se-

curities is less than a weighted average of the standard deviations of the two securities.

The above example has negative correlation. Clearly, there will be less benefit from di-

versification if the two securities exhibit positive correlation. How high must the positive

correlation be before all diversification benefits vanish?

To answer this question, let us rewrite (10.4) in terms of correlation rather than co-

variance. The covariance can be rewritten as4

"Super, Slow ! $Super, Slow"Super"Slow (10.7)

The formula states that the covariance between any two securities is simply the correlation

between the two securities multiplied by the standard deviations of each. In other words,

covariance incorporates both (1) the correlation between the two assets and (2) the vari-

ability of each of the two securities as measured by standard deviation.

From our calculations earlier in this chapter we know that the correlation between the

two securities is �0.1639. Given the variances used in equation (10.4′), the standard devi-

ations are 0.2586 and 0.115 for Supertech and Slowpoke, respectively. Thus, the variance

of a portfolio can be expressed as

Variance of the portfolio’s return

(10.8)

0.023851 ! 0.36 # 0.066875  2 # 0.6 # 0.4 # (�0.1639) 

# 0.2586 # 0.115  0.16 # 0.013225

! X 2
Super "

2
Super  2XSuperXSlow$Super, Slow"Super"Slow  X 2

Slow "
2
Slow
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3There are only four equally probable returns for Supertech and Slowpoke, so neither security possesses a

normal distribution. Thus, probabilities would be slightly different in our example.
4As with covariance, the ordering of the two securities is not relevant when expressing the correlation between

the two securities. That is, $Super,Slow! $Slow,Super.
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The middle term on the right-hand side is now written in terms of correlation, �, not co-

variance.

Suppose �Super, Slow 1, the highest possible value for correlation. Assume all the other

parameters in the example are the same. The variance of the portfolio is

Variance of the  0.040466  0.36 ! 0.066875 " 2 ! (0.6 ! 0.4 ! 1 ! 0.2586 
portfolio’s return 

! 0.115) " 0.16 ! 0.013225

The standard deviation is 

Standard variation of portfolio’s return   0.2012  20.12% (10.9)

Note that equations (10.9) and (10.6) are equal. That is, the standard deviation of a port-

folio’s return is equal to the weighted average of the standard deviations of the individual

returns when �  1. Inspection of (10.8) indicates that the variance and hence the standard

deviation of the portfolio must fall as the correlation drops below 1. This leads to:

As long as � # 1, the standard deviation of a portfolio of two securities is less than the

weighted average of the standard deviations of the individual securities.

In other words, the diversification effect applies as long as there is less than perfect cor-

relation (as long as � # 1). Thus, our Supertech-Slowpoke example is a case of overkill. We

illustrated diversification by an example with negative correlation. We could have illus-

trated diversification by an example with positive correlation—as long as it was not perfect

positive correlation.

An Extension to Many Assets The preceding insight can be extended to the case of many

assets. That is, as long as correlations between pairs of securities are less than 1, the stan-

dard deviation of a portfolio of many assets is less than the weighted average of the stan-

dard deviations of the individual securities.

Now consider Table 10.3, which shows the standard deviation of the Standard &

Poor’s 500 Index and the standard deviations of some of the individual securities listed in

the index over a recent 10-year period. Note that all of the individual securities in the table

have higher standard deviations than that of the index. In general, the standard deviations

of most of the individual securities in an index will be above the standard deviation of the

index itself, though a few of the securities could have lower standard deviations than that

of the index.

• What are the formulas for the expected return, variance, and standard deviation of a port-

folio of two assets?

• What is the diversification effect?

• What are the highest and lowest possible values for the correlation coefficient?

10.4 THE EFFICIENT SET FOR TWO ASSETS

Our results on expected returns and standard deviations are graphed in Figure 10.2. In the

figure, there is a dot labeled Slowpoke and a dot labeled Supertech. Each dot represents

both the expected return and the standard deviation for an individual security. As can be

seen, Supertech has both a higher expected return and a higher standard deviation.

�0.040466
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The box or “□” in the graph represents a portfolio with 60 percent invested in

Supertech and 40 percent invested in Slowpoke. You will recall that we have previously cal-

culated both the expected return and the standard deviation for this portfolio.

The choice of 60 percent in Supertech and 40 percent in Slowpoke is just one of an in-

finite number of portfolios that can be created. The set of portfolios is sketched by the

curved line in Figure 10.3.
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� TABLE 10.3 Standard Deviations for Standard & Poor’s 500 Index

and for Selected Stocks in the Index

Standard
Asset Deviation

S&P 500 Index 13.33%

Bell Atlantic 28.60

Ford Motor Co. 31.39

Walt Disney Co. 41.05

General Electric 29.54

IBM 32.18

McDonald’s Corp. 32.38

Sears, Roebuck & Co. 29.76

Toys “R” Us Inc. 32.23

Amazon.com 59.21

As long as the correlations between pairs of securities are less than 1, the standard deviation of an index is less

than the weighted average of the standard deviations of the individual securities within the index.

Expected return (%)

17.5

12.7

5.5

11.50 15.44 25.86

Standard

deviation (%)

Supertech

Slowpoke

� F IGURE 10.2 Expected Returns and Standard Deviations for

Supertech, Slowpoke, and a Portfolio Composed of 

60 Percent in Supertech and 40 Percent in Slowpoke
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Consider portfolio 1. This is a portfolio composed of 90 percent Slowpoke and 10 per-

cent Supertech. Because it is weighted so heavily toward Slowpoke, it appears close to the

Slowpoke point on the graph. Portfolio 2 is higher on the curve because it is composed of

50 percent Slowpoke and 50 percent Supertech. Portfolio 3 is close to the Supertech point

on the graph because it is composed of 90 percent Supertech and 10 percent Slowpoke.

There are a few important points concerning this graph.

1. We argued that the diversification effect occurs whenever the correlation between

the two securities is below 1. The correlation between Supertech and Slowpoke is �0.1639.

The diversification effect can be illustrated by comparison with the straight line between the

Supertech point and the Slowpoke point. The straight line represents points that would have

been generated had the correlation coefficient between the two securities been 1. The diver-

sification effect is illustrated in the figure since the curved line is always to the left of the

straight line. Consider point 1′. This represents a portfolio composed of 90 percent in

Slowpoke and 10 percent in Supertech if the correlation between the two were exactly 1. We

argue that there is no diversification effect if  ! 1. However, the diversification effect applies

to the curved line, because point 1 has the same expected return as point 1′ but has a lower

standard deviation. (Points 2′ and 3′ are omitted to reduce the clutter of  Figure 10.3.)

Though the straight line and the curved line are both represented in Figure 10.3, they

do not simultaneously exist in the same world. Either  ! �0.1639 and the curve exists or

 ! 1 and the straight line exists. In other words, though an investor can choose between

different points on the curve if  ! �0.1639, she cannot choose between points on the curve

and points on the straight line.
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Expected return

on portfolio (%)

Standard

deviation

of portfolio’s

return (%)

X
Supertech

 = 60%
X

Slowpoke
 = 40%

Supertech

Slowpoke

11.50 25.86

5.5

17.5

2

3

1 1′

MV

� F IGURE 10.3 Set of Portfolios Composed of Holdings in Supertech

and Slowpoke (correlation between the two securities

is �0.1639)

Portfolio 1 is composed of 90 percent Slowpoke and 10 percent Supertech (  ! �0.1639).

Portfolio 2 is composed of 50 percent Slowpoke and 50 percent Supertech (  ! �0.1639).

Portfolio 3 is composed of 10 percent Slowpoke and 90 percent Supertech (  ! �0.1639).

Portfolio 1' is composed of 90 percent Slowpoke and 10 percent Supertech (  ! 1).

Point MV denotes the mimimum variance portfolio. This is the portfolio with the lowest possible variance. 

By definition, the same portfolio must also have the lowest possible standard deviation.
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2. The point MV represents the minimum variance portfolio. This is the portfolio with

the lowest possible variance. By definition, this portfolio must also have the lowest possi-

ble standard deviation. (The term minimum variance portfolio is standard in the literature,

and we will use that term. Perhaps minimum standard deviation would actually be better,

because standard deviation, not variance, is measured on the horizontal axis of Figure 10.3.)

3. An individual contemplating an investment in a portfolio of Slowpoke and

Supertech faces an opportunity set or feasible set represented by the curved line in Figure

10.3. That is, he can achieve any point on the curve by selecting the appropriate mix be-

tween the two securities. He cannot achieve any point above the curve because he cannot

increase the return on the individual securities, decrease the standard deviations of the se-

curities, or decrease the correlation between the two securities. Neither can he achieve

points below the curve because he cannot lower the returns on the individual securities, in-

crease the standard deviations of the securities, or increase the correlation. (Of course, he

would not want to achieve points below the curve, even if he were able to do so.)

Were he relatively tolerant of risk, he might choose portfolio 3. (In fact, he could even

choose the end point by investing all his money in Supertech.) An investor with less toler-

ance for risk might choose portfolio 2. An investor wanting as little risk as possible would

choose MV, the portfolio with minimum variance or minimum standard deviation.

4. Note that the curve is backward bending between the Slowpoke point and MV. This

indicates that, for a portion of the feasible set, standard deviation actually decreases as one

increases expected return. Students frequently ask, “How can an increase in the proportion

of the risky security, Supertech, lead to a reduction in the risk of the portfolio?”

This surprising finding is due to the diversification effect. The returns on the two se-

curities are negatively correlated with each other. One security tends to go up when the

other goes down and vice versa. Thus, an addition of a small amount of Supertech acts as a

hedge to a portfolio composed only of Slowpoke. The risk of the portfolio is reduced, im-

plying backward bending. Actually, backward bending always occurs if � � 0. It may or

may not occur when �  0. Of course, the curve bends backward only for a portion of its

length. As one continues to increase the percentage of Supertech in the portfolio, the high

standard deviation of this security eventually causes the standard deviation of the entire

portfolio to rise.

5. No investor would want to hold a portfolio with an expected return below that of the

minimum variance portfolio. For example, no investor would choose portfolio 1. This port-

folio has less expected return but more standard deviation than the minimum variance port-

folio has. We say that portfolios such as portfolio 1 are dominated by the minimum vari-

ance portfolio. Though the entire curve from Slowpoke to Supertech is called the feasible

set, investors only consider the curve from MV to Supertech. Hence, the curve from MV to

Supertech is called the efficient set or the efficient frontier.

Figure 10.3 represents the opportunity set where � ! "0.1639. It is worthwhile to ex-

amine Figure 10.4, which shows different curves for different correlations. As can be seen,

the lower the correlation, the more bend there is in the curve. This indicates that the diver-

sification effect rises as � declines. The greatest bend occurs in the limiting case where � !

"1. This is perfect negative correlation. While this extreme case where � ! "1 seems to

fascinate students, it has little practical importance. Most pairs of securities exhibit positive

correlation. Strong negative correlation, let alone perfect negative correlation, are unlikely

occurrences indeed.5
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5A major exception occurs with derivative securities. For example, the correlation between a stock and a put on

the stock is generally strongly negative. Puts will be treated later in the text.
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Note that there is only one correlation between a pair of securities. We stated earlier that

the correlation between Slowpoke and Supertech is �0.1639. Thus, the curve in Figure 10.4

representing this correlation is the correct one, and the other curves should be viewed as

merely hypothetical.

The graphs we examined are not mere intellectual curiosities. Rather, efficient sets can

easily be calculated in the real world. As mentioned earlier, data on returns, standard devi-

ations, and correlations are generally taken from past observations, though subjective no-

tions can be used to determine the values of these parameters as well. Once the parameters

have been determined, any one of a whole host of software packages can be purchased to

generate an efficient set. However, the choice of the preferred portfolio within the efficient

set is up to you. As with other important decisions like what job to choose, what house or

car to buy, and how much time to allocate to this course, there is no computer program to

choose the preferred portfolio.

An efficient set can be generated where the two individual assets are portfolios them-

selves. For example, the two assets in Figure 10.5 are a diversified portfolio of American

stocks and a diversified portfolio of foreign stocks. Expected returns, standard deviations,

and the correlation coefficient were calculated over the recent past. No subjectivity entered

the analysis. The U.S. stock portfolio with a standard deviation of about 0.173 is less risky

than the foreign stock portfolio, which has a standard deviation of about 0.222. However,

combining a small percentage of the foreign stock portfolio with the U.S. portfolio actually

reduces risk, as can be seen by the backward-bending nature of the curve. In other words,

the diversification benefits from combining two different portfolios more than offset the in-

troduction of a riskier set of stocks into one’s holdings. The minimum variance portfolio

occurs with about 80 percent of one’s funds in American stocks and about 20 percent in for-

eign stocks. Addition of foreign securities beyond this point increases the risk of one’s en-

tire portfolio.
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Expected return

on portfolio

Standard

deviation

of portfolio’s

return

  = – 1
  = – 0.1639

  = 0

  = 0.5

  = 1

� F IGURE 10.4 Opportunity Sets Composed of Holdings in Supertech

and Slowpoke

Each curve represents a different correlation. The lower the correlation, the more

bend in the curve.
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The backward-bending curve in Figure 10.5 is important information that has not by-

passed American money managers. In recent years, pension-fund and mutual-fund man-

agers in the United States have sought out investment opportunities overseas. Another point

worth pondering concerns the potential pitfalls of using only past data to estimate future re-

turns. The stock markets of many foreign countries have had phenomenal growth in the past

25 years. Thus, a graph like Figure 10.5 makes a large investment in these foreign markets

seem attractive. However, because abnormally high returns cannot be sustained forever,

some subjectivity must be used when forecasting future expected returns.

• What is the relationship between the shape of the efficient set for two assets and the cor-

relation between the two assets?

10.5 THE EFFICIENT SET FOR MANY SECURITIES

The previous discussion concerned two securities. We found that a simple curve sketched out

all the possible portfolios. Because investors generally hold more than two securities, we

should look at the same graph when more than two securities are held. The shaded area in Fig-

ure 10.6 represents the opportunity set or feasible set when many securities are considered.

The shaded area represents all the possible combinations of expected return and standard de-

viation for a portfolio. For example, in a universe of 100 securities, point 1 might represent a

portfolio of, say, 40 securities. Point 2 might represent a portfolio of 80 securities. Point 3

might represent a different set of 80 securities, or the same 80 securities held in different pro-

portions, or something else. Obviously, the combinations are virtually endless. However, note
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� F IGURE 10.5 Return/Risk Trade-off for World Stocks: Portfolio of

U.S. and Foreign Stocks
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that all possible combinations fit into a confined region. No security or combination of secu-

rities can fall outside of the shaded region. That is, no one can choose a portfolio with an ex-

pected return above that given by the shaded region. Furthermore, no one can choose a port-

folio with a standard deviation below that given in the shady area. Perhaps more surprisingly,

no one can choose an expected return below that given in the curve. In other words, the cap-

ital markets actually prevent a self-destructive person from taking on a guaranteed loss.6

So far, Figure 10.6 is different from the earlier graphs. When only two securities are

involved, all the combinations lie on a single curve. Conversely, with many securities the

combinations cover an entire area. However, notice that an individual will want to be some-

where on the upper edge between MV and X. The upper edge, which we indicate in Figure

10.6 by a thick curve, is called the efficient set. Any point below the efficient set would re-

ceive less expected return and the same standard deviation as a point on the efficient set.

For example, consider R on the efficient set and W directly below it. If W contains the risk

you desire, you should choose R instead in order to receive a higher expected return.

In the final analysis, Figure 10.6 is quite similar to Figure 10.3. The efficient set in

Figure 10.3 runs from MV to Supertech. It contains various combinations of the securities

Supertech and Slowpoke. The efficient set in Figure 10.6 runs from MV to X. It contains

various combinations of many securities. The fact that a whole shaded area appears in

Figure 10.6 but not in Figure 10.3 is just not an important difference; no investor would

choose any point below the efficient set in Figure 10.6 anyway.

We mentioned before that an efficient set for two securities can be traced out easily in

the real world. The task becomes more difficult when additional securities are included be-

cause the number of observations grows. For example, using subjective analysis to estimate

expected returns and standard deviations for, say, 100 or 500 securities may very well be-

come overwhelming, and the difficulties with correlations may be greater still. There are al-

most 5,000 correlations between pairs of securities from a universe of 100 securities.
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6Of course, someone dead set on parting with his money can do so. For example, he can trade frequently

without purpose, so that commissions more than offset the positive expected returns on the portfolio.

Expected return

on portfolio
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deviation
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return
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R 1
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� F IGURE 10.6 The Feasible Set of Portfolios Constructed from Many

Securities
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Though much of the mathematics of efficient-set computation had been derived in the

1950s,7 the high cost of computer time restricted application of the principles. In recent

years, the cost has been drastically reduced. A number of software packages allow the cal-

culation of an efficient set for portfolios of moderate size. By all accounts these packages

sell quite briskly, so that our discussion above would appear to be important in practice.

Variance and Standard Deviation in a Portfolio of Many Assets
We earlier calculated the formulas for variance and standard deviation in the two-asset case.

Because we considered a portfolio of many assets in Figure 10.6, it is worthwhile to calcu-

late the formulas for variance and standard deviation in the many-asset case. The formula

for the variance of a portfolio of many assets can be viewed as an extension of the formula

for the variance of two assets.

To develop the formula, we employ the same type of matrix that we used in the two-

asset case. This matrix is displayed in Table 10.4. Assuming that there are N assets, we write

the numbers 1 through N on the horizontal axis and 1 through N on the vertical axis. This

creates a matrix of N� N N
2 boxes. The variance of the portfolio is the sum of the terms

in all the boxes.

Consider, for example, the box in the second row and the third column. The term in the

box is X2X3 Cov(R2, R3). X2 and X3 are the percentages of the entire portfolio that are in-

vested in the second asset and the third asset, respectively. For example, if an individual

with a portfolio of $1,000 invests $100 in the second asset, X2  10% ($100/$1,000).

Cov(R3, R2) is the covariance between the returns on the third asset and the returns on the

second asset. Next, note the box in the third row and the second column. The term in this

box is X3X2 Cov(R3, R2). Because Cov(R3, R2)  Cov(R2, R3), both boxes have the same

value. The second security and the third security make up one pair of stocks. In fact, every

pair of stocks appears twice in the table, once in the lower left-hand side and once in the

upper right-hand side.
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7The classic treatise is Harry Markowitz, Portfolio Selection (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1959). Markowitz

won the Nobel Prize in economics in 1990 for his work on modern portfolio theory.

� TABLE 10.4 Matrix Used to Calculate the Variance of a Portfolio

Stock 1 2 3 . . . N

1 X1X2Cov(R1,R2) X1X3Cov(R1,R3) X1XNCov(R1,RN)

2 X2X1Cov(R2,R1) X2X3Cov(R2,R3) X2XNCov(R2,RN)

3 X3X1Cov(R3,R1) X3X2Cov(R3,R2) X3XNCov(R3,RN)

.

.

.

N XNX1Cov(RN,R1) XNX2Cov(RN,R2) XNX3Cov(RN,R3)

The variance of the portfolio is the sum of the terms in all the boxes.

!i is the standard deviation of stock i.

Cov(Ri, Rj) is the covariance between stock i and stock j.

Terms involving the standard deviation of a single security appear on the diagonal. Terms involving covariance

between two securities appear off the diagonal.

X 2
N !

2
N

X 2
3 !

2
3

X 2
2 !

2
2

X 2
1 !

2
1
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Now consider boxes on the diagonal. For example, the term in the first box on the di-

agonal is . Here, is the variance of the return on the first security.

Thus, the diagonal terms in the matrix contain the variances of the different stocks. The

off-diagonal terms contain the covariances. Table 10.5 relates the numbers of diagonal and

off-diagonal elements to the size of the matrix. The number of diagonal terms (number of

variance terms) is always the same as the number of stocks in the portfolio. The number of

off-diagonal terms (number of covariance terms) rises much faster than the number of di-

agonal terms. For example, a portfolio of 100 stocks has 9,900 covariance terms. Since the

variance of a portfolio’s returns is the sum of all the boxes, we have:

The variance of the return on a portfolio with many securities is more dependent on the co-

variances between the individual securities than on the variances of the individual securities.

• What is the formula for the variance of a portfolio for many assets?

• How can the formula be expressed in terms of a box or matrix?

10.6 DIVERSIFICATION: AN EXAMPLE

The preceding point can be illustrated by altering the matrix in Table 10.4 slightly. Suppose

that we make the following three assumptions:

1. All securities possess the same variance, which we write as . In other words,

for every security.

2. All covariances in Table 10.4 are the same. We represent this uniform covariance as .

In other words, for every pair of securities. It can easily be shown that

.�covvar

Cov �Ri, Rj
  cov

cov

!
2
i  var

var

!
2
1X 2

1 !
2
1
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� TABLE 10.5 Number of Variance and Covariance Terms as a

Function of the Number of Stocks in the Portfolio

Number of Number of
Variance Covariance
Terms Terms

Number of Total (number of (number of
Stocks in Number terms terms
Portfolio of Terms on diagonal) off diagonal)

1 1 1 0

2 4 2 2

3 9 3 6

10 100 10 90

100 10,000 100 9,900

. . . .

. . . .

. . . .

N N
2

N N
2
" N

In a large portfolio, the number of terms involving covariance between two securities is much greater than the

number of terms involving variance of a single security.
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3. All securities are equally weighted in the portfolio. Because there are N assets, the

weight of each asset in the portfolio is 1/N. In other words, Xi� 1/N for each security i.

Table 10.6 is the matrix of variances and covariances under these three simplifying

assumptions. Note that all of the diagonal terms are identical. Similarly, all of the off-

diagonal terms are identical. As with Table 10.4, the variance of the portfolio is the sum

of the terms in the boxes in Table 10.6. We know that there are N diagonal terms in-

volving variance. Similarly, there are N  (N ! 1) off-diagonal terms involving covari-

ance. Summing across all the boxes in Table 10.6 we can express the variances of the

portfolio as

(10.10)

Number of Each Number of Each

diagonal diagonal off-diagonal off-diagonal

terms term terms term

Equation (10.10) expresses the variance of our special portfolio as a weighted sum of the

average security variance and the average covariance.8

� �1

N var " �1 !
1

N cov

� �1

N var " �N
2! N

N2  cov

Variance of portfolio �    N     � 1

N 2 var " N !N ! 1"    � 1

N 2 cov
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8Equation (10.10) is actually a weighted average of the variance and covariance terms because the weights, 1/N

and 1 ! 1/N, sum to 1.

� TABLE 10.6 Matrix Used to Calculate the Variance of a Portfolio

When (a) All Securities Possess the Same Variance,

Which We Represent as ; (b) All Pairs of Securities

Possess the Same Covariance, Which We Represent as

; (c) All Securities Are Held in the Same Proportion,

Which Is 1/N

cov

var

Stock 1 2 3 . . . N

1

2

3

.

.

.

N !1/N2"var!1/N2"cov!1/N2"cov!1/N2"cov

!1/N2"cov!1/N2"var!1/N2"cov!1/N2"cov

!1/N2"cov!1/N2"cov!1/N2"var!1/N2"cov

!1/N2"cov!1/N2"cov!1/N2"cov!1/N2"var
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Now, let’s increase the number of securities in the portfolio without limit. The variance

of the portfolio becomes

Variance of portfolio (when N → �) � (10.11)

This occurs because (1) the weight on the variance term, 1/N, goes to 0 as N goes to infin-

ity, and (2) the weight on the covariance term, 1  1/N, goes to 1 as N goes to infinity.

Formula (10.11) provides an interesting and important result. In our special portfolio,

the variances of the individual securities completely vanish as the number of securities be-

comes large. However, the covariance terms remain. In fact, the variance of the portfolio

becomes the average covariance, . One often hears that one should diversify. In other

words, you should not put all your eggs in one basket. The effect of diversification on the

risk of a portfolio can be illustrated in this example. The variances of the individual securi-

ties are diversified away, but the covariance terms cannot be diversified away.

The fact that part, but not all, of one’s risk can be diversified away should be explored.

Consider Mr. Smith, who brings $1,000 to the roulette table at a casino. It would be very

risky if he put all his money on one spin of the wheel. For example, imagine that he put the

full $1,000 on red at the table. If the wheel showed red, he would get $2,000, but if the wheel

showed black, he would lose everything. Suppose, instead, he divided his money over 1,000

different spins by betting $1 at a time on red. Probability theory tells us that he could count

on winning about 50 percent of the time. This means that he could count on pretty nearly

getting all his original $1,000 back.9 In other words, risk is essentially eliminated with

1,000 different spins.

Now, let’s contrast this with our stock market example, which we illustrate in Figure 10.7.

The variance of the portfolio with only one security is, of course, because the variance of

a portfolio with one security is the variance of the security. The variance of the portfolio drops

as more securities are added, which is evidence of the diversification effect. However, unlike

Mr. Smith’s roulette example, the portfolio’s variance can never drop to zero. Rather it reaches

a floor of , which is the covariance of each pair of securities.10

Because the variance of the portfolio asymptotically approaches , each additional

security continues to reduce risk. Thus, if there were neither commissions nor other trans-

actions costs, it could be argued that one can never achieve too much diversification.

However, there is a cost to diversification in the real world. Commissions per dollar invested

fall as one makes larger purchases in a single stock. Unfortunately, one must buy fewer

shares of each security when buying more and more different securities. Comparing the

costs and benefits of diversification, Meir Statman argues that a portfolio of about 30 stocks

is needed to achieve optimal diversification.11

We mentioned earlier that must be greater than . Thus, the variance of a secu-

rity’s return can be broken down in the following way:

Total risk of Unsystematic or

individual security � Portfolio risk ! diversifiable risk

Total risk, which is in our example, is the risk that one bears by holding onto one secu-

rity only. Portfolio risk is the risk that one still bears after achieving full diversification,

var

�var  cov �cov �var 

covvar

cov

cov

var

cov

cov
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9This example ignores the casino’s cut.
10Though it is harder to show, this risk reduction effect also applies to the general case where variances and

covariances are not equal.
11Meir Statman, “How Many Stocks Make a Diversified Portfolio?” Journal of Financial and Quantitative

Analysis (September 1987).
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which is in our example. Portfolio risk is often called systematic or market risk as

well. Diversifiable, unique, or unsystematic risk is that risk that can be diversified away

in a large portfolio, which must be by definition.

To an individual who selects a diversified portfolio, the total risk of an individual se-

curity is not important. When considering adding a security to a diversified portfolio, the

individual cares about only that portion of the risk of a security that cannot be diversified

away. This risk can alternatively be viewed as the contribution of a security to the risk of

an entire portfolio. We will talk later about the case where securities make different contri-

butions to the risk of the entire portfolio.

Risk and the Sensible Investor
Having gone to all this trouble to show that unsystematic risk disappears in a well-diversified

portfolio, how do we know that investors even want such portfolios? Suppose they like risk

and don’t want it to disappear?

We must admit that, theoretically at least, this is possible, but we will argue that it does

not describe what we think of as the typical investor. Our typical investor is risk averse.

Risk-averse behavior can be defined in many ways, but we prefer the following example:

A fair gamble is one with zero expected return; a risk-averse investor would prefer to avoid

fair gambles.

Why do investors choose well-diversified portfolios? Our answer is that they are risk

averse, and risk-averse people avoid unnecessary risk, such as the unsystematic risk on a

stock. If you do not think this is much of an answer, consider whether you would take on

such a risk. For example, suppose you had worked all summer and had saved $5,000, which

�var � cov 

cov
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Variance

of

portfolio’s

return

Number of

securities

Diversifiable risk,
unique risk, or
unsystematic risk

Portfolio risk,
market risk, or
systematic risk

var

cov

1 2 3 4

� F IGURE 10.7 Relationship between the Variance of a Portfolio’s

Return and the Number of Securities in the Portfolio*

*This graph assumes

a. All securities have constant variance, var.

b. All securities have constant covariance, cov.

c. All securities are equally weighted in portfolio.

The variance of a portfolio drops as more securities are added to the portfolio.

However, it does not drop to zero. Rather, serves as the floor.cov
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you intended to use for your college expenses. Now, suppose someone came up to you and

offered to flip a coin for the money: heads, you would double your money, and tails, you

would lose it all.

Would you take such a bet? Perhaps you would, but most people would not. Leaving

aside any moral question that might surround gambling and recognizing that some people

would take such a bet, it’s our view that the average investor would not.

To induce the typical risk-averse investor to take a fair gamble, you must sweeten the

pot. For example, you might need to raise the odds of winning from 50–50 to 70–30 or

higher. The risk-averse investor can be induced to take fair gambles only if they are sweet-

ened so that they become unfair to the investor’s advantage.

• What are the two components of the total risk of a security?

• Why doesn’t diversification eliminate all risk?

10.7 RISKLESS BORROWING AND LENDING

Figure 10.6 assumes that all the securities on the efficient set are risky. Alternatively, an in-

vestor could combine a risky investment with an investment in a riskless or risk-free secu-

rity, such as an investment in United States Treasury bills. This is illustrated in the follow-

ing example.

EXAMPLE

Ms. Bagwell is considering investing in the common stock of Merville Enter-

prises. In addition, Ms. Bagwell will either borrow or lend at the risk-free rate. The

relevant parameters are

Common Stock Risk-Free
of Merville Asset

Expected return 14% 10%

Standard deviation 0.20 0

Suppose Ms. Bagwell chooses to invest a total of $1,000, $350 of which is to be in-

vested in Merville Enterprises and $650 placed in the risk-free asset. The expected

return on her total investment is simply a weighted average of the two returns:

Expected return on portfolio

composed of one riskless � 0.114 � (0.35  0.14) ! (0.65  0.10) (10.12)

and one risky asset

Because the expected return on the portfolio is a weighted average of the expected

return on the risky asset (Merville Enterprises) and the risk-free return, the calcu-

lation is analogous to the way we treated two risky assets. In other words, equa-

tion (10.3) applies here.

Using equation (10.4), the formula for the variance of the portfolio can be

written as

X 2
Merville "

2
Merville ! 2XMervilleXRisk-free"Merville, Risk-free ! X 2

Risk-free "
2
Risk-free
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However, by definition, the risk-free asset has no variability. Thus, both 

�Merville, Risk-free and are equal to zero, reducing the above expression to

Variance of portfolio composed

of one riskless and one risky asset  (10.13)

The standard deviation of the portfolio is

Standard deviation of portfolio composed

of one riskless and one risky asset  (10.14)

XMerville�Merville  0.35 ! 0.20  0.07

The relationship between risk and expected return for one risky and one risk-

less asset can be seen in Figure 10.8. Ms. Bagwell’s split of 35–65 percent between

the two assets is represented on a straight line between the risk-free rate and a pure

investment in Merville Enterprises. Note that, unlike the case of two risky assets,

the opportunity set is straight, not curved.

Suppose that, alternatively, Ms. Bagwell borrows $200 at the risk-free rate.

Combining this with her original sum of $1,000, she invests a total of $1,200 in

Merville. Her expected return would be

Expected return on portfolio

formed by borrowing  14.8%  1.20 ! 0.14 " (#0.2 ! 0.10)

to invest in risky asset

Here, she invests 120 percent of her original investment of $1,000 by borrowing

20 percent of her original investment. Note that the return of 14.8 percent is greater

than the 14-percent expected return on Merville Enterprises. This occurs because

she is borrowing at 10 percent to invest in a security with an expected return

greater than 10 percent.

X 2
Merville �

2
Merville  �0.35 2 ! �0.20 2  0.0049

� 2
Risk-free
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Expected return

on portfolio (%)

Standard

deviation

of portfolio’s

return (%)

120% in Merville Enterprises
–20% in risk-free assets
(borrowing at risk-free
rate)

Borrowing to invest in
Merville when the
borrowing rate is greater
than the lending rate

Merville Enterprises

35% in Merville Enterprises
65% in risk-free assets

20

14

10=RF

� F IGURE 10.8 Relationship between Expected Return and Risk for a

Portfolio of One Risky Asset and One Riskless Asset
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The standard deviation is

Standard deviation of portfolio formed

by borrowing to invest in risky asset � 0.24 � 1.20  0.2

The standard deviation of 0.24 is greater than 0.20, the standard deviation of the

Merville investment, because borrowing increases the variability of the invest-

ment. This investment also appears in Figure 10.8.

So far, we have assumed that Ms. Bagwell is able to borrow at the same rate

at which she can lend.12 Now let us consider the case where the borrowing rate is

above the lending rate. The dotted line in Figure 10.8 illustrates the opportunity

set for borrowing opportunities in this case. The dotted line is below the solid line

because a higher borrowing rate lowers the expected return on the investment.

The Optimal Portfolio
The previous section concerned a portfolio formed between one riskless asset and one risky

asset. In reality, an investor is likely to combine an investment in the riskless asset with a

portfolio of risky assets. This is illustrated in Figure 10.9.

Consider point Q, representing a portfolio of securities. Point Q is in the interior of the

feasible set of risky securities. Let us assume the point represents a portfolio of 30 percent

in AT&T, 45 percent in General Motors (GM), and 25 percent in IBM. Individuals com-

266 Part III Risk

12Surprisingly, this appears to be a decent approximation because a large number of investors are able to borrow

from a stockbroker (called going on margin) when purchasing stocks. The borrowing rate here is very near the

riskless rate of interest, particularly for large investors. More will be said about this in a later chapter.

Risk-free
rate ( RF )

Line (capital market line)

–40% in risk-free asset
140% in stocks
          represented by Q

35% in risk-free asset
65% in stocks
          represented by Q70% in risk-free asset

30% in stocks
          represented by Q

II

Y

A

X1

4

5

3

I

Line

Expected return

on portfolio

Standard

deviation

of portfolio’s

return

2 Q

� F IGURE 10.9 Relationship between Expected Return and Standard

Deviation for an Investment in a Combination of Risky

Securities and the Riskless Asset

Portfolio Q is composed of 30 percent AT&T, 45 percent GM, 25 percent IBM.
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bining investments in Q with investments in the riskless asset would achieve points along

the straight line from RF to Q. We refer to this as line I. For example, point 1 on the line rep-

resents a portfolio of 70 percent in the riskless asset and 30 percent in stocks represented

by Q. An investor with $100 choosing point 1 as his portfolio would put $70 in the risk-free

asset and $30 in Q. This can be restated as $70 in the riskless asset, $9 (0.3 � $30) in AT&T,

$13.50 (0.45 � $30) in GM, and $7.50 (0.25 � $30) in IBM. Point 2 also represents a port-

folio of the risk-free asset and Q, with more (65%) being invested in Q.

Point 3 is obtained by borrowing to invest in Q. For example, an investor with $100 of his

own would borrow $40 from the bank or broker in order to invest $140 in Q. This can be stated

as borrowing $40 and contributing $100 of one’s money in order to invest $42 (0.3 � $140) in

AT&T, $63 (0.45 � $140) in GM, and $35 (0.25 � $140) in IBM.

The above investments can be summarized as:

Point 1 Point 3
Point Q (lending $70) (borrowing $40)

AT&T $ 30 $ 9 $ 42

GM 45 13.50 63

IBM 25 7.50 35

Risk-free 0 70.00  40____ _______ ____

Total investment $100 $100 $100

Though any investor can obtain any point on line I, no point on the line is optimal. To

see this, consider line II, a line running from RF through A. Point A represents a portfolio

of risky securities. Line II represents portfolios formed by combinations of the risk-free as-

set and the securities in A. Points between RF and A are portfolios in which some money is

invested in the riskless asset and the rest is placed in A. Points past A are achieved by bor-

rowing at the riskless rate to buy more of A than one could with one’s original funds alone.

As drawn, line II is tangent to the efficient set of risky securities. Whatever point an in-

dividual can obtain on line I, he can obtain a point with the same standard deviation and a

higher expected return on line II. In fact, because line II is tangent to the efficient set of risky

assets, it provides the investor with the best possible opportunities. In other words, line II can

be viewed as the efficient set of all assets, both risky and riskless. An investor with a fair de-

gree of risk aversion might choose a point between RF and A, perhaps point 4. An individual

with less risk aversion might choose a point closer to A or even beyond A. For example, point

5 corresponds to an individual borrowing money to increase his investment in A.

The graph illustrates an important point. With riskless borrowing and lending, the port-

folio of risky assets held by any investor would always be point A. Regardless of the in-

vestor’s tolerance for risk, he would never choose any other point on the efficient set of risky

assets (represented by curve XAY) nor any point in the interior of the feasible region. Rather,

he would combine the securities of A with the riskless assets if he had high aversion to risk.

He would borrow the riskless asset to invest more funds in A had he low aversion to risk.

This result establishes what financial economists call the separation principle. That

is, the investor’s investment decision consists of two separate steps:

1. After estimating (a) the expected returns and variances of individual securities, and

(b) the covariances between pairs of securities, the investor calculates the efficient set of

risky assets, represented by curve XAY in Figure 10.9. He then determines point A, the tan-

gency between the risk-free rate and the efficient set of risky assets (curve XAY). Point A

represents the portfolio of risky assets that the investor will hold. This point is determined

solely from his estimates of returns, variances, and covariances. No personal characteris-

tics, such as degree of risk aversion, are needed in this step.
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2. The investor must now determine how he will combine point A, his portfolio of

risky assets, with the riskless asset. He might invest some of his funds in the riskless asset

and some in portfolio A. He would end up at a point on the line between RF and A in this

case. Alternatively, he might borrow at the risk-free rate and contribute some of his own

funds as well, investing the sum in portfolio A. He would end up at a point on line II be-

yond A. His position in the riskless asset, that is, his choice of where on the line he wants

to be, is determined by his internal characteristics, such as his ability to tolerate risk.

• What is the formula for the standard deviation of a portfolio composed of one riskless and

one risky asset?

• How does one determine the optimal portfolio among the efficient set of risky assets?

10.8 MARKET EQUILIBRIUM

Definition of the Market-Equilibrium Portfolio
The above analysis concerns one investor. His estimates of the expected returns and vari-

ances for individual securities and the covariances between pairs of securities are his and his

alone. Other investors would obviously have different estimates of the above variables. How-

ever, the estimates might not vary much because all investors would be forming expectations

from the same data on past price movements and other publicly available information.

Financial economists often imagine a world where all investors possess the same estimates

on expected returns, variances, and covariances. Though this can never be literally true, it can

be thought of as a useful simplifying assumption in a world where investors have access to sim-

ilar sources of information. This assumption is called homogeneous expectations.
13

If all investors had homogeneous expectations, Figure 10.9 would be the same for all

individuals. That is, all investors would sketch out the same efficient set of risky assets be-

cause they would be working with the same inputs. This efficient set of risky assets is rep-

resented by the curve XAY. Because the same risk-free rate would apply to everyone, all in-

vestors would view point A as the portfolio of risky assets to be held.

This point A takes on great importance because all investors would purchase the risky

securities that it represents. Those investors with a high degree of risk aversion might com-

bine A with an investment in the riskless asset, achieving point 4, for example. Others with

low aversion to risk might borrow to achieve, say, point 5. Because this is a very important

conclusion, we restate it:

In a world with homogeneous expectations, all investors would hold the portfolio of risky

assets represented by point A.

If all investors choose the same portfolio of risky assets, it is possible to determine what

that portfolio is. Common sense tells us that it is a market-value-weighted portfolio of all

existing securities. It is the market portfolio.

In practice, financial economists use a broad-based index such as the Standard &

Poor’s (S&P) 500 as a proxy for the market portfolio. Of course all investors do not hold

the same portfolio in practice. However, we know that a large number of investors hold di-

268 Part III Risk

13The assumption of homogeneous expectations states that all investors have the same beliefs concerning

returns, variances, and covariances. It does not say that all investors have the same aversion to risk.
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versified portfolios, particularly when mutual funds or pension funds are included. A broad-

based index is a good proxy for the highly diversified portfolios of many investors.

Definition of Risk When Investors Hold the Market Portfolio
The previous section states that many investors hold diversified portfolios similar to broad-

based indices. This result allows us to be more precise about the risk of a security in the

context of a diversified portfolio.

Researchers have shown that the best measure of the risk of a security in a large port-

folio is the beta of the security. We illustrate beta by an example.

EXAMPLE

Consider the following possible returns on both the stock of Jelco, Inc., and on the

market:

Return on Return on
Type of Market Jelco, Inc.

State Economy (percent) (percent)

I Bull 15 25

II Bull 15 15

III Bear �5 �5

IV Bear �5 �15

Though the return on the market has only two possible outcomes (15% and

�5%), the return on Jelco has four possible outcomes. It is helpful to consider the

expected return on a security for a given return on the market. Assuming each state

is equally likely, we have

Return on Expected Return
Type of Market on Jelco, Inc.
Economy (percent) (percent)

Bull 15% 20%  25% ! 1⁄2 " 15% ! 1⁄2

Bear �5% �10%  �5% ! 1⁄2 " (�15%) ! 1⁄2

Jelco, Inc., responds to market movements because its expected return is greater

in bullish states than in bearish states. We now calculate exactly how responsive

the security is to market movements. The market’s return in a bullish economy is

20 percent [15% � (�5%)] greater than the market’s return in a bearish economy.

However, the expected return on Jelco in a bullish economy is 30 percent [20% �

(�10%)] greater than its expected return in a bearish state. Thus, Jelco, Inc., has

a responsiveness coefficient of 1.5 (30%/20%).

This relationship appears in Figure 10.10. The returns for both Jelco and the

market in each state are plotted as four points. In addition, we plot the expected re-

turn on the security for each of the two possible returns on the market. These two

points, each of which we designate by an X, are joined by a line called the char-

acteristic line of the security. The slope of the line is 1.5, the number calculated in

the previous paragraph. This responsiveness coefficient of 1.5 is the beta of Jelco.

The interpretation of beta from Figure 10.10 is intuitive. The graph tells us that

the returns of Jelco are magnified 1.5 times over those of the market. When the mar-

ket does well, Jelco’s stock is expected to do even better. When the market does

poorly, Jelco’s stock is expected to do even worse. Now imagine an individual with
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a portfolio near that of the market who is considering the addition of Jelco to his

portfolio. Because of Jelco’s magnification factor of 1.5, he will view this stock as

contributing much to the risk of the portfolio. (We will show shortly that the beta

of the average security in the market is 1.) Jelco contributes more to the risk of a

large, diversified portfolio than does an average security because Jelco is more re-

sponsive to movements in the market.

Further insight can be gleaned by examining securities with negative betas. One should

view these securities as either hedges or insurance policies. The security is expected to do

well when the market does poorly and vice versa. Because of this, adding a negative-beta

security to a large, diversified portfolio actually reduces the risk of the portfolio.14

Table 10.7 presents empirical estimates of betas for individual securities. As can be

seen, some securities are more responsive to the market than others. For example, Oracle

has a beta of 1.63. This means that, for every 1 percent movement in the market,15 Oracle

is expected to move 1.63 percent in the same direction. Conversely, Green Mountain Power

has a beta of only 0.26. This means that, for every 1 percent movement in the market, Green

Mountain is expected to move 0.26 percent in the same direction.

We can summarize our discussion of beta by saying:

Beta measures the responsiveness of a security to movements in the market portfolio.

270 Part III Risk
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� F IGURE 10.10 Performance of Jelco, Inc., and the Market Portfolio

The two points marked X represent the expected return on Jelco for each possible outcome

of the market portfolio. The expected return on Jelco is positively related to the return on

the market. Because the slope is 1.5, we say that Jelco’s beta is 1.5. Beta measures the

responsiveness of the security’s return to movement in the market.

*(20%, 15%) refers to the point where the return on the security is 20 percent and the

return on the market is 15 percent.

14Unfortunately, empirical evidence shows that virtually no stocks have negative betas.
15In Table 10.7, we use the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index as the proxy for the market portfolio.
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The Formula for Beta
Our discussion so far has stressed the intuition behind beta. The actual definition of beta is

(10.15)

where Cov(Ri, RM) is the covariance between the return on asset i and the return on the mar-

ket portfolio and �2(RM) is the variance of the market.

One useful property is that the average beta across all securities, when weighted by the

proportion of each security’s market value to that of the market portfolio, is 1. That is,

(10.16)

where Xi is the proportion of security i’s market value to that of the entire market and N is

the number of securities in the market.

Equation (10.16) is intuitive, once you think about it. If you weight all securities by

their market values, the resulting portfolio is the market. By definition, the beta of the mar-

ket portfolio is 1. That is, for every 1 percent movement in the market, the market must

move 1 percent—by definition.

A Test
We have put these questions on past corporate finance examinations:

1. What sort of investor rationally views the variance (or standard deviation) of an indi-

vidual security’s return as the security’s proper measure of risk?

2. What sort of investor rationally views the beta of a security as the security’s proper

measure of risk?

A good answer might be something like the following:

A rational, risk-averse investor views the variance (or standard deviation) of her portfolio’s 

return as the proper measure of the risk of her portfolio. If for some reason or another the 

�
N

i 1

 Xi!i  1

!i  
Cov  Ri, RM

!

�2  RM
!
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� TABLE 10.7 Estimates of Beta for Selected Individual Stocks

Stock Beta

High-beta stocks

Oracle, Inc. 1.63

Inprise Corporation 1.58

Citicorp 2.29

Average-beta stocks

Du Pont 1.08

Kimberly-Clark Corp. 0.80

Ford Motor Co. 0.96

Low-beta stocks

Green Mountain Power 0.26

Homestake Mining 0.22

Bell Atlantic 0.37

The beta is defined as Cov(Ri, RM)/ Var(RM), where Cov(Ri, RM) is the covariance of the return on an individual

stock, Ri, and the return on the market, RM. Var(RM) is the variance of the return on the market, RM.
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investor can hold only one security, the variance of that security’s return becomes the variance

of the portfolio’s return. Hence, the variance of the security’s return is the security’s proper

measure of risk.

If an individual holds a diversified portfolio, she still views the variance (or standard

deviation) of her portfolio’s return as the proper measure of the risk of her portfolio.

However, she is no longer interested in the variance of each individual security’s return.

Rather, she is interested in the contribution of an individual security to the variance of the

portfolio.

Under the assumption of homogeneous expectations, all individuals hold the market

portfolio. Thus, we measure risk as the contribution of an individual security to the variance

of the market portfolio. This contribution, when standardized properly, is the beta of the se-

curity. While very few investors hold the market portfolio exactly, many hold reasonably

diversified portfolios. These portfolios are close enough to the market portfolio so that the

beta of a security is likely to be a reasonable measure of its risk.

• If all investors have homogeneous expectations, what portfolio of risky assets do they

hold?

• What is the formula for beta?

• Why is beta the appropriate measure of risk for a single security in a large portfolio?

10.9 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RISK AND EXPECTED RETURN

(CAPM)

It is commonplace to argue that the expected return on an asset should be positively related

to its risk. That is, individuals will hold a risky asset only if its expected return compensates

for its risk. In this section, we first estimate the expected return on the stock market as a

whole. Next, we estimate expected returns on individual securities.

Expected Return on Market
Financial economists frequently argue that the expected return on the market can be repre-

sented as:

In words, the expected return on the market is the sum of the risk-free rate plus some com-

pensation for the risk inherent in the market portfolio. Note that the equation refers to the

expected return on the market, not the actual return in a particular month or year. Because

stocks have risk, the actual return on the market over a particular period can, of course, be

below RF, or can even be negative.

Since investors want compensation for risk, the risk premium is presumably positive.

But exactly how positive is it? It is generally argued that the best estimate for the risk pre-

mium in the future is the average risk premium in the past. As reported in Chapter 9,

Ibbotson and Sinquefield found that the expected return on common stocks was 13.3 per-

cent over 1926–1999. The average risk-free rate over the same time interval was 3.8 per-

cent. Thus, the average difference between the two was 9.5 percent (13.3% � 3.8%).

RM  RF ! Risk premium
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Financial economists find this to be a useful estimate of the difference to occur in the fu-

ture. We will use it frequently in this text.16

For example, if the risk-free rate, generally estimated by the yield on a one-year

Treasury bill, is 4 percent, the expected return on the market is

13.5% � 4%  9.5%

Expected Return on Individual Security
Now that we have estimated the expected return on the market as a whole, what is the ex-

pected return on an individual security? We have argued that the beta of a security is the ap-

propriate measure of risk in a large, diversified portfolio. Since most investors are diversi-

fied, the expected return on a security should be positively related to its beta. This is

illustrated in Figure 10.11.

Actually, financial economists can be more precise about the relationship between ex-

pected return and beta. They posit that, under plausible conditions, the relationship between

expected return and beta can be represented by the following equation.17

Capital-Asset-Pricing Model:

� RF  ! " (10.17)

Expected Difference between

return on � Risk-  Beta of " expected return

a security free rate the security on market and

risk-free rate

�RM # RF
 R
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16This is not the only way to estimate the market-risk premium. In fact, there are several useful ways to estimate

the market-risk premium. For example, refer to Table 9.2 and note the average return on common stocks

(13.3%) and long-term government bonds (5.5%). One could argue that the long-term government bond return

is the best measure of the long-term historical risk-free rate. If so, a good estimate of the historical market risk

premium would be 13.3% # 5.5% � 8.8%. With this empirical version of the CAPM, one would use the current

long-term government bond return to estimate the current risk-free rate.
17This relationship was first proposed independently by John Lintner and William F. Sharpe.

Expected return

on security (%)
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security

Security market line (SML)
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� F IGURE 10.11 Relationship between Expected Return on an

Individual Security and Beta of the Security

The Security Market Line (SML) is the graphical depiction of the capital-asset-pricing model (CAPM).

The expected return on a stock with a beta of 0 is equal to the risk-free rate.

The expected return on a stock with a beta of 1 is equal to the expected return on the market.
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This formula, which is called the capital-asset-pricing model (or CAPM for short), implies

that the expected return on a security is linearly related to its beta. Since the average return on

the market has been higher than the average risk-free rate over long periods of time,

is presumably positive. Thus, the formula implies that the expected return on a security is pos-

itively related to its beta. The formula can be illustrated by assuming a few special cases:

• Assume that � � 0. Here , that is, the expected return on the security is equal

to the risk-free rate. Because a security with zero beta has no relevant risk, its ex-

pected return should equal the risk-free rate.

• Assume that � � 1. Equation (10.17) reduces to . That is, the expected re-

turn on the security is equal to the expected return on the market. This makes sense

since the beta of the market portfolio is also 1.

Formula (10.17) can be represented graphically by the upward-sloping line in

Figure 10.11. Note that the line begins at RF and rises to when beta is 1. This line is

frequently called the security market line (SML).

As with any line, the SML has both a slope and an intercept. RF, the risk-free rate, is

the intercept. Because the beta of a security is the horizontal axis, is the slope. The

line will be upward-sloping as long as the expected return on the market is greater than the

risk-free rate. Because the market portfolio is a risky asset, theory suggests that its expected

return is above the risk-free rate. In addition, the empirical evidence of the previous chap-

ter showed that the average return per year on the market portfolio over the past 74 years

was 9.5 percent above the risk-free rate.

EXAMPLE

The stock of Aardvark Enterprises has a beta of 1.5 and that of Zebra Enterprises

has a beta of 0.7. The risk-free rate is 7 percent, and the difference between the ex-

pected return on the market and the risk-free rate is 9.5 percent. The expected re-

turns on the two securities are:

Expected Return for Aardvark:

21.25% � 7%  1.5 ! 9.5% (10.18)

Expected Return for Zebra:

13.65% � 7%  0.7 ! 9.5%

Three additional points concerning the CAPM should be mentioned:

1. Linearity. The intuition behind an upwardly sloping curve is clear. Because beta is

the appropriate measure of risk, high-beta securities should have an expected return above

that of low-beta securities. However, both Figure 10.11 and equation (10.17) show some-

thing more than an upwardly sloping curve; the relationship between expected return and

beta corresponds to a straight line.

It is easy to show that the line of Figure 10.11 is straight. To see this, consider security

S with, say, a beta of 0.8. This security is represented by a point below the security market

line in the figure. Any investor could duplicate the beta of security S by buying a portfolio

with 20 percent in the risk-free asset and 80 percent in a security with a beta of 1. However,

the homemade portfolio would itself lie on the SML. In other words, the portfolio domi-

nates security S because the portfolio has a higher expected return and the same beta.

Now consider security T with, say, a beta greater than 1. This security is also below the

SML in Figure 10.11. Any investor could duplicate the beta of security T by borrowing to

RM " RF

RM

R � RM

R � RF

RM " RF
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invest in a security with a beta of 1. This portfolio must also lie on the SML, thereby dom-

inating security T.

Because no one would hold either S or T, their stock prices would drop. This price ad-

justment would raise the expected returns on the two securities. The price adjustment would

continue until the two securities lay on the security market line. The preceding example

considered two overpriced stocks and a straight SML. Securities lying above the SML are

underpriced. Their prices must rise until their expected returns lie on the line. If the SML

is itself curved, many stocks would be mispriced. In equilibrium, all securities would be

held only when prices changed so that the SML became straight. In other words, linearity

would be achieved.

2. Portfolios as well as securities. Our discussion of the CAPM considered individ-

ual securities. Does the relationship in Figure 10.11 and equation (10.17) hold for portfo-

lios as well?

Yes. To see this, consider a portfolio formed by investing equally in our two securities,

Aardvark and Zebra. The expected return on the portfolio is

Expected Return on Portfolio:

17.45% � 0.5  21.25% ! 0.5  13.65% (10.19)

The beta of the portfolio is simply a weighted average of the betas of the two securities.

Thus we have

Beta of Portfolio:

1.1 � 0.5  1.5 ! 0.5  0.7

Under the CAPM, the expected return on the portfolio is

17.45% � 7% ! 1.1  9.5% (10.20)

Because the expected return in (10.19) is the same as the expected return in (10.20), the ex-

ample shows that the CAPM holds for portfolios as well as for individual securities.

3. A potential confusion. Students often confuse the SML in Figure 10.11 with line II

in Figure 10.9. Actually, the lines are quite different. Line II traces the efficient set of port-

folios formed from both risky assets and the riskless asset. Each point on the line represents

an entire portfolio. Point A is a portfolio composed entirely of risky assets. Every other

point on the line represents a portfolio of the securities in A combined with the riskless as-

set. The axes on Figure 10.9 are the expected return on a portfolio and the standard devia-

tion of a portfolio. Individual securities do not lie along line II.

The SML in Figure 10.11 relates expected return to beta. Figure 10.11 differs from

Figure 10.9 in at least two ways. First, beta appears in the horizontal axis of Figure 10.11,

but standard deviation appears in the horizontal axis of Figure 10.9. Second, the SML in

Figure 10.11 holds both for all individual securities and for all possible portfolios, whereas

line II in Figure 10.9 holds only for efficient portfolios.

We stated earlier that, under homogeneous expectations, point A in Figure 10.9 

becomes the market portfolio. In this situation, line II is referred to as the capital mar-

ket line (CML).

• Why is the SML a straight line?

• What is the capital-asset-pricing model?

• What are the differences between the capital market line and the security market line?
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10.10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter sets forth the fundamentals of modern portfolio theory. Our basic points are these:

1. This chapter shows us how to calculate the expected return and variance for individual

securities, and the covariance and correlation for pairs of securities. Given these statistics, the

expected return and variance for a portfolio of two securities A and B can be written as

2. In our notation, X stands for the proportion of a security in one’s portfolio. By varying X, one

can trace out the efficient set of portfolios. We graphed the efficient set for the two-asset case

as a curve, pointing out that the degree of curvature or bend in the graph reflects the

diversification effect: The lower the correlation between the two securities, the greater the

bend. The same general shape of the efficient set holds in a world of many assets.

3. Just as the formula for variance in the two-asset case is computed from a 2�2 matrix, the

variance formula is computed from an N�N matrix in the N-asset case. We show that, with a

large number of assets, there are many more covariance terms than variance terms in the

matrix. In fact, the variance terms are effectively diversified away in a large portfolio but the

covariance terms are not. Thus, a diversified portfolio can only eliminate some, but not all, of

the risk of the individual securities.

4. The efficient set of risky assets can be combined with riskless borrowing and lending. In this

case, a rational investor will always choose to hold the portfolio of risky securities

represented by point A in Figure 10.9. Then he can either borrow or lend at the riskless rate

to achieve any desired point on line II in the figure.

5. The contribution of a security to the risk of a large, well-diversified portfolio is proportional

to the covariance of the security’s return with the market’s return. This contribution, when

standardized, is called the beta. The beta of a security can also be interpreted as the

responsiveness of a security’s return to that of the market.

6. The CAPM states that

In other words, the expected return on a security is positively (and linearly) related to the

security’s beta.
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Economics in 1990 for his development of CAPM.)

The seminal influence of Harry Markowitz is described in:

Markowitz, H. “Travels along the Efficient Frontier.” Dow Jones Asset Management

(May/June 1997).

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

Expected Return, Variance, and Covariance

10.1 Ms. Sharp thinks that the distribution of rates of return on Q-mart stock is as follows.

State of Probability of Q-mart Stock
Economy State Occurring Return (%)

Depression 0.10 �4.5%

Recession 0.20 4.4

Normal 0.50 12.0

Boom 0.20 20.7

a. What is the expected return for the stock?

b. What is the standard deviation of returns for the stock?

10.2 Suppose you have invested only in two stocks, A and B. You expect that returns on the

stocks depend on the following three states of economy, which are equally likely to happen.

State of Return on Return on
Economy Stock A (%) Stock B (%)

Bear 6.3% �3.7%

Normal 10.5 6.4

Bull 15.6 25.3

a. Calculate the expected return of each stock.

b. Calculate the standard deviation of returns of each stock.

c. Calculate the covariance and correlation between the two stocks.

10.3 Mr. Henry can invest in Highbull stock or Slowbear stock. His projection of the returns on

these two stocks is as follows:

State of Probability of Return on Return on
Economy State Occurring Highbull Stock (%) Slowbear Stock (%)

Recession 0.25 �2.0% 5.0%

Normal 0.60 9.2 6.2

Boom 0.15 15.4 7.4

a. Calculate the expected return of each stock.

b. Calculate the standard deviation of return of each stock.

c. Calculate the covariance and correlation between the two stocks.
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Portfolios

10.4 A portfolio consists of 120 shares of Atlas stock, which sells for $50 per share, and 150

shares of Babcock stock, which sells for $20 per share. What are the weights of the two

stocks in this portfolio?

10.5 Security F has an expected return of 12 percent and a standard deviation of 9 percent per

year. Security G has an expected return of 18 percent and a standard deviation of 25

percent per year.

a. What is the expected return on a portfolio composed of 30 percent of security F and

70 percent of security G?

b. If the correlation coefficient between the returns of F and G is 0.2, what is the standard

deviation of the portfolio?

10.6 Suppose the expected returns and standard deviations of stocks A and B are ,

, , and �B  0.2, respectively.

a. Calculate the expected return and standard deviation of a portfolio that is composed of

40 percent A and 60 percent B when the correlation coefficient between the stocks is 0.5.

b. Calculate the standard deviation of a portfolio that is composed of 40 percent A and 60

percent B when the correlation coefficient between the stocks is !0.5.

c. How does the correlation coefficient affect the standard deviation of the portfolio?

10.7 Suppose Janet Smith holds 100 shares of Macrosoft stock and 300 shares of Intelligence

stock. Macrosoft stock is currently sold at $80 per share, while Intelligence stock is sold

at $40. The expected return of Macrosoft stock is 15 percent, while that of Intelligence

stock is 20 percent. The standard deviation of Macrosoft is 8 percent, while that of

Intelligence is 20 percent. The correlation coefficient between the stocks is 0.38.

a. Calculate the expected return and standard deviation of her portfolio.

b. Today she sold 200 shares of Intelligence stock to pay the tuition. Calculate the

expected return and standard deviation of her new portfolio.

10.8 Consider the possible rates of return that you might obtain over the next year. You can

invest in stock U or stock V.

State of Probability of Stock U Return Stock V Return
Economy State Occurring if State Occurs (%) if State Occurs (%)

Recession 0.2 7% !5%

Normal 0.5 7 10

Boom 0.3 7 25

a. Determine the expected return, variance, and the standard deviation for stock U and

stock V.

b. Determine the covariance and correlation between the returns of stock U and stock V.

c. Determine the expected return and standard deviation of an equally weighted portfolio

of stock U and stock V.

10.9 Suppose there are only two stocks in the world: stock A and stock B. The expected

returns of these two stocks are 10 percent and 20 percent, while the standard deviations

of the stocks are 5 percent and 15 percent, respectively. The correlation coefficient of the

two stocks is zero.

a. Calculate the expected return and standard deviation of a portfolio that is composed of

30 percent A and 70 percent B.

b. Calculate the expected return and standard deviation of a portfolio that is composed of

90 percent A and 10 percent B.

c. Suppose you are risk averse. Would you hold 100 percent stock A? How about 100

percent stock B?

10.10 If a portfolio has a positive weight for each asset, can the expected return on the portfolio

be greater than the return on the asset in the portfolio that has the highest return? Can the

�A  0.1RB  0.25

RA  0.15
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expected return on the portfolio be less that the return on the asset in the portfolio with

the lowest return? Explain.

10.11 Miss Maple is considering two securities, A and B, and the relevant information is

given below:

State of Return on Return on
Economy Probability Security A (%) Security B (%)

Bear 0.4 3.0% 6.5%

Bull 0.6 15.0 6.5

a. Calculate the expected returns and standard deviations of the two securities.

b. Suppose Miss Maple invested $2,500 in security A and $3,500 in security B. Calculate

the expected return and standard deviation of her portfolio.

c. Suppose Miss Maple borrowed from her friend 40 shares of security B, which is

currently sold at $50, and sold all shares of the security. (She promised her friend

to pay back in a year with the same number of shares of security B.) Then she

bought security A with the proceeds obtained in the sales of security B shares and

the cash of $6,000 she owned. Calculate the expected return and standard deviation

of the portfolio.

10.12 A broker has advised you not to invest in oil industry stocks because, in her opinion, they

are far too risky. She has shown you evidence of how wildly the prices of oil stocks have

fluctuated in the recent past. She demonstrated that the standard deviation of oil stocks is

very high relative to most stocks. Do you think the broker’s advice is sound for a risk-

averse investor like you? Why or why not?

10.13 There are three securities in the market. The following chart shows their possible payoffs.

Probability Return on Return on Return on
State of Outcome Security 1 Security 2 Security 3

1 0.10 0.25 0.25 0.10

2 0.40 0.20 0.15 0.15

3 0.40 0.15 0.20 0.20

4 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.25

a. What are the expected return and standard deviation of each security?

b. What are the covariances and correlations between the pairs of securities?

c. What are the expected return and standard deviation of a portfolio with half of its

funds invested in security 1 and half in security 2?

d. What are the expected return and standard deviation of a portfolio with half of its

funds invested in security 1 and half in security 3?

e. What are the expected return and standard deviation of a portfolio with half of its

funds invested in security 2 and half in security 3?

f. What do your answers in parts (a), (c), (d), and (e) imply about diversification?

10.14 Suppose that there are two stocks, A and B. Suppose that their returns are independent.

Stock A has a 40-percent chance of having a return of 15 percent and 60-percent chance

of a return of 10 percent. Stock B has a one-half chance of a 35-percent return and a one-

half chance of a �5-percent return.

a. Write the list of all of the possible outcomes and their probabilities.

b. What is the expected return on a portfolio with 50 percent invested in stock A and 50

percent invested in stock B?

10.15 Assume there are N securities in the market. The expected return of every security is 10

percent. All securities also have the same variance of 0.0144. The covariance between

any pair of securities is 0.0064.
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a. What are the expected return and variance of an equally weighted portfolio containing

all N securities? Note: The weight of each security in the portfolio is 1/N.

b. What will happen to the variance as N gets larger?

c. What security characteristics are most important in the determination of the variance

of a well-diversified portfolio?

10.16 Is the following statement true or false? Explain.

The most important characteristic in determining the variance of a well-diversified

portfolio is the variance of the individual stocks.

10.17 Briefly explain why the covariance of a security with the rest of a portfolio is a more

appropriate measure of risk than the security’s variance.

10.18 Comment on the following quotation from a leading investment analyst.

Stocks that move perfectly with the market have a beta of 1. Betas get higher as

volatility goes up and lower as it goes down. Thus, Southern Co., a utility whose

shares have traded close to $12 for most of the past three years, has a low beta. At the

other extreme, there’s Texas Instruments, which has been as high as $150 and as low

as its current $75.

10.19 Assume that there are two stocks with the following characteristics. The covariance

between the returns on the stocks is 0.001.

Expected Return Standard Deviation

A 0.05 0.1

B 0.10 0.2

a. What is the expected return on the minimum variance portfolio? (Hint: Find the

portfolio weights XA and XB such that the portfolio variance is minimized. Remember

that the sum of the weights must equal 1.)

b. If Cov(RA, RB) ��0.02, what are the minimum variance weights?

c. What is the portfolio variance when Cov(RA, RB) ��0.02?

10.20 Assume a world with homogeneous expectations (i.e., everybody agrees on expected

returns and standard deviations). In this world the market portfolio has an expected return

of 12 percent and a standard deviation of 10 percent. The risk-free asset has an expected

return of 5 percent.

a. What should the expected return of the portfolio be if it has a standard deviation of 

7 percent?

b. What should the standard deviation of the portfolio be if it has an expected return of

20 percent?

10.21 Consider the following information on the returns on the market and Fuji stock.

Expected Return Expected Return
Type of Economy on Market (%) on Fuji (%)

Bear 2.5% 3.4%

Bull 16.3 12.8

a. Calculate the beta of Fuji. What is the responsiveness of Fuji’s return to movements of

the market?

b. Suppose the estimate of expected return on the market is �4.0 percent when the type

of economy is Bear. Using your answer in part (a), what should the expected return on

Fuji be in this case?

10.22 William Shakespeare’s character Polonius in Hamlet says, “Neither a borrower nor a

lender be.” Under the assumptions of the CAPM, what would be the composition of

Polonius’s portfolio?
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10.23 Securities A, B, and C have the following characteristics.

Security E(R)% Beta

A 10% 0.7

B 14 1.2

C 20 1.8

a. What is the expected return on a portfolio with equal weights?

b. What is the beta of a portfolio with equal weights?

c. Are the three securities priced in equilibrium?

The CAPM

10.24 The Alpha firm makes pneumatic equipment. Its beta is 1.2. The market risk premium is

8.5 percent, and the current risk-free rate is 6 percent. What is the expected return for the

Alpha firm?

10.25 Suppose the beta for the Ross Corporation is 0.80. The risk-free rate is 6 percent, and the

market risk premium is 8.5 percent. What is the expected return for the Ross

Corporation?

10.26 The risk-free rate is 8 percent. The beta for the Jordan Company is 1.5, and the expected

return of the market is 15 percent. What is the expected return for the Jordan Company?

10.27 Suppose the market risk premium is 7.5 percent and the risk-free rate is 3.7 percent. The

expected return of TriStar Textiles is 14.2 percent. What is the beta for TriStar Textiles?

10.28 Consider the following two stocks:

Beta Expected Return

Murck Pharmaceutical 1.4 25%

Pizer Drug Corp. 0.7 14%

Assume the CAPM holds. Based upon the CAPM, what is the return on the market? What

is the risk-free rate?

10.29 Suppose you observe the following situation:

Return if a State Occurs

State of Economy Probability of State Stock A Stock B

Bust .25 �.10 �.30

Normal .50 .10 .05

Boom .25 .20 .40

a. Calculate the expected return of each stock.

b. Assuming the CAPM is true and stock A’s beta is greater than stock B’s beta by .25,

what is the risk premium?

10.30 a. Draw the security market line for the case where the market-risk premium is 5 percent

and the risk-free rate is 7 percent.

b. Suppose that an asset has a beta of �1 and an expected return of 4 percent. Plot it on

the graph you drew in part (a). Is the security properly priced? If not, explain what will

happen in this market.

c. Suppose that an asset has a beta of 3 and an expected return of 20 percent. Plot it on

the graph you drew in part (a). Is the security properly priced? If not, explain what will

happen in this market.

10.31 A stock has a beta of 1.8. A security analyst who specializes in studying this stock

expects its return to be 18 percent. Suppose the risk-free rate is 5 percent and the market-
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risk premium is 8 percent. Is the analyst pessimistic or optimistic about this stock relative

to the market’s expectations?

10.32 Suppose the expected return on the market is 13.8 percent and the risk-free rate is 6.4

percent. Solomon Inc. stock has a beta of 1.2.

a. What is the expected return on the Solomon stock?

b. If the risk-free rate decreases to 3.5 percent, what is the expected return on the

Solomon stock?

10.33 The expected return on a portfolio that combines the risk-free asset and the asset at the

point of tangency to the efficient set is 25 percent. The expected return was calculated

under the following assumptions:

The risk-free rate is 5 percent.

The expected return on the market portfolio of risky assets is 20 percent.

The standard deviation of the efficient portfolio is 4 percent.

In this environment, what expected rate of return would a security earn if it had a 0.5

correlation with the market and a standard deviation of 2 percent?

10.34 Suppose the current risk-free rate is 7.6 percent. Potpourri Inc. stock has a beta of 1.7 and

an expected return of 16.7 percent. (Assume the CAPM is true.)

a. What is the risk premium on the market?

b. Magnolia Industries stock has a beta of 0.8. What is the expected return on the

Magnolia stock?

c. Suppose you have invested $10,000 in both Potpourri and Magnolia, and the beta of

the portfolio is 1.07. How much did you invest in each stock? What is the expected

return on the portfolio?

10.35 Suppose the risk-free rate is 6.3 percent and the market portfolio has an expected rate of

return of 14.8 percent. The market portfolio has a variance of 0.0121. Portfolio Z has a

correlation coefficient with the market of 0.45 and a variance of 0.0169. According to the

CAPM, what is the expected rate of return on portfolio Z?

10.36 The following data have been developed for the Durham Company.

Variance of market returns � 0.04326

Covariance of the returns on Durham and the market � 0.0635

Suppose the market risk premium is 9.4 percent and the expected return on Treasury bills

is 4.9 percent.

a. Write the equation of the security market line.

b. What is the required return of Durham Company?

10.37 Johnson Paint stock has an expected return of 19 percent with a beta of 1.7, while

Williamson Tire stock has an expected return of 14 percent with a beta of 1.2. Assume

the CAPM is true. What is the expected return on the market? What is the risk-free rate?

10.38 Is the following statement true or false? Explain.

A risky security cannot have an expected return that is less than the risk-free rate

because no risk-averse investor would be willing to hold this asset in equilibrium.

10.39 Suppose you have invested $30,000 in the following four stocks.

Security Amount Invested Beta

Stock A $ 5,000 0.75

Stock B 10,000 1.10

Stock C 8,000 1.36

Stock D 7,000 1.88

The risk-free rate is 4 percent and the expected return on the market portfolio is 15 percent.

Based on the CAPM, what is the expected return on the above portfolio?
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10.40 You have been provided the following data on the securities of three firms and the

market:

Security �i  iM !i

Firm A 0.13 0.12 (i) 0.90

Firm B 0.16 (ii) 0.40 1.10

Firm C 0.25 0.24 0.75 (iii)

The market 0.15 0.10 (iv) (v)

The risk-free asset 0.05 (vi) (vii) (viii)

� Average return of security i.

 i � Standard deviation of the return of i.
!iM � Correlation coefficient of return on asset i with the market portfolio.

"i � Beta coefficient of security i.

Assume the CAPM holds true.

a. Fill in the missing values in the table.

b. Provide an evaluation of the investment performance of the three firms.

c. What is your investment recommendation? Why?

10.41 There are two stocks in the market, stock A and stock B. The price of stock A today is

$50. The price of stock A next year will be $40 if the economy is in a recession, $55 if

the economy is normal, and $60 if the economy is expanding. The attendant probabilities

of recession, normal times, and expansion are 0.1, 0.8, and 0.1, respectively. Stock A pays

no dividend.

Assume the CAPM is true. Other information about the market includes:

SD(RM) � Standard deviation of the market portfolio

� 0.10

SD(RB) � Standard deviation of stock B’s return

� 0.12

� Expected return on stock B

� 0.09

Corr(RA,RM) � The correlation of stock A and the market

� 0.8

Corr(RB,RM) � The correlation of stock B and the market

� 0.2

Corr(RA,RB) � The correlation of stock A and stock B

� 0.6

a. If you are a typical, risk-averse investor, which stock would you prefer? Why?

b. What are the expected return and standard deviation of a portfolio consisting of 70

percent of stock A and 30 percent of stock B?

c. What is the beta of the portfolio in part (b)?

Appendix 10A IS BETA DEAD?

The capital-asset-pricing model represents one of the most important advances in financial

economics. It is clearly useful for investment purposes, since it shows how the expected re-

turn on an asset is related to its beta. In addition, we will show in Chapter 12 that it is use-

ful in corporate finance, since the discount rate on a project is a function of the project’s

beta. However, one must never forget that, as with any other model, the CAPM is not re-

vealed truth but, rather, a construct to be empirically tested.

RB

Ri

R
i
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The first empirical tests of the CAPM occurred over 20 years ago and were quite sup-

portive. Using data from the 1930s to the 1960s, researchers showed that the average return

on a portfolio of stocks was positively related to the beta of the portfolio,18 a finding con-

sistent with the CAPM. Though some evidence in these studies was less consistent with the

CAPM,19 financial economists were quick to embrace the CAPM following these empiri-

cal papers.

While a large body of empirical work developed in the following decades, often with

varying results, the CAPM was not seriously called into question until the 1990s. Two pa-

pers by Fama and French20 (yes, the same Fama whose joint paper in 1973 with James

MacBeth supported the CAPM) present evidence inconsistent with the model. Their work

has received a great deal of attention, both in academic circles and in the popular press, with

newspaper articles displaying headlines such as “Beta Is Dead!” These papers make two re-

lated points. First, they conclude that the relationship between average return and beta is

weak over the period from 1941 to 1990 and virtually nonexistent from 1963 to 1990.

Second, they argue that the average return on a security is negatively related to both the

firm’s price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio and the firm’s market value-to-book value (M/B) ratio.

These contentions, if confirmed by other research, would be quite damaging to the CAPM.

After all, the CAPM states that the expected returns on stocks should be related only to beta,

and not to other factors such as P/E and M/B.

However, a number of researchers have criticized the Fama-French papers. While we

avoid an in-depth discussion of the fine points of the debate, we mention a few issues. First,

although Fama and French cannot reject the hypothesis that average returns are unrelated

to beta, one can also not reject the hypothesis that average returns are related to beta exactly

as specified by the CAPM. In other words, while 50 years of data seem like a lot, they may

simply not be enough to test the CAPM properly. Second, the result with P/E and M/B may

be due to a statistical fallacy called a hindsight bias.21 Third, P/E and M/B are merely two

of an infinite number of possible factors. Thus, the relationship between average return and

both P/E and M/B may be spurious, being nothing more than the result of data mining.

Fourth, average returns are positively related to beta over the period from 1927 to the pres-

ent. There appears to be no compelling reason for emphasizing a shorter period than this

one. Fifth, average returns are actually positively related to beta over shorter periods when

annual data, rather than monthly data, are used to estimate beta.22 There appears to be no

compelling reason for preferring either monthly data over annual data or vice versa. Thus,

we believe that, while the results of Fama and French are quite intriguing, they cannot be

viewed as the final word.
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18Perhaps the two most well-known papers were Fischer Black, Michael C. Jensen, and Myron S. Scholes, “The

Capital Asset Pricing Model: Some Empirical Tests,” in M. Jensen, ed., Studies in the Theory of Capital Markets

(New York: Praeger, 1972), and Eugene F. Fama and James MacBeth, “Risk, Return and Equilibrium: Some

Empirical Tests,” Journal of Political Economy 8 (1973), pp. 607–36.
19For example, the studies suggest that the average return on a zero-beta portfolio is above the risk-free rate, a

finding inconsistent with the CAPM.
20Eugene F. Fama and Kenneth R. French, “The Cross-Section of Expected Stock Returns,” Journal of Finance

47 (1992), pp. 427–66, and E. F. Fama and K. R. French, “Common Risk Factors in the Returns on Stocks and

Bonds,” Journal of Financial Economics 17 (1993), pp. 3–56.
21For example, see William J. Breen and Robert A. Koraczyk, “On Selection Biases in Book-to-Market Based

Tests of Asset Pricing Models,” unpublished paper. Northwestern University, November 1993; and S. P. Kothari,

Jay Shanken, and Richard G. Sloan, “Another Look at the Cross-Section of Expected Stock Returns,” Journal of

Finance (March 1995).
22Points 4 and 5 are addressed in the Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan paper.


